
ILTA-IDOI Meeting 

Thursday, October 27, 2022 

10:30 – 11:30 am 

 

Attending: Mark Faust, David Smessaert, Elizabeth Berg, Bethany Paden, Charlie Hiltunen, 
Adrienne McCollister, Jennifer Jones 

1. ILTA-IDOI Quarterly Meeting Schedule (All meetings scheduled for 10:30 am, at IDOI 

Office 311 W Washington Street until further notice) October 27 – Mark will send Bethany 

dates for 2023 

2. Examination trends and findings – RREAL violations are still increasing for nonresidential 

agencies and remaining steady for residential agencies.  Monthly total filing transactions 

have gone from 22,399 in April to 21,737 in August. Refinance transactions went from 5,981 

in April to 3,665 in August.      

a. Not much change in sales numbers yet although refinances are down 

b. Expectation is for sales to decrease as interest rates rise 

c. Non-residential violations in part to out of state parties who don’t comply with 

RREAL 

3. TIEFF fee payments are up from 2021 to 2022 due to increase in overall transactions 

4. Earnest money checks – personal checks have to be held for 14 days or it’s not good funds 
a. Possible solution to have people wire in the EM with the closing funds in order to 

close quickly and can cut the overage back after the 14 days. 
b. Issue remains of what to do when the deal falls apart and the money is just sitting in 

our accounts and the parties don’t agree on how to handle the earnest money 
c. We may be able to be involved in the discussion on the next revision of the purchase 

agreement with the realtors to address how the earnest money paragraph is written. 
i. Add a fee for holding the money if the deal falls through  

ii. Want to add interpleader option and recovery of costs and attorney fees 
iii. Make sure the title company is a third-party beneficiary to the contract and the 

name of the agency is in the contract. Or “the title company” is defined term. 
iv. Add buyer and seller contact information on the purchase agreement.  



5. Discussion of Land Contracts  
a. Proposed bill from 2019 (see handout) Didn’t get to the floor. ILTA had worked on it 

but it did die for unrelated reasons. If it went through, it would add to the cost for 
selling on land contract and perhaps be a deterrent. The intent of the proposed bill 
was to limit the bad actors taking advantage of the land contract transaction, while 
still protecting those consumers who benefit from a transaction handled correctly. 
Want to be sure people who can’t participate in the traditional banking system are 
protected.  

b. IDOI’s concern is whether consumers are being defrauded.  
c. Education to the targeted communities would be a good project for ILTA to work on. 

 
6. Attorney Title Opinion Letters - Michigan  

a. Michigan circumventing title insurance by having an attorney title opinion letter 
instead.  

b. Provided Mark with ALTA information on attorney opinion letters. Boxtur is the 
name of the company 

c. Competition is good, but it should be regulated as we are regulated so that it’s the 
same playing field. Should they be paying TIEF fees, should they pay premium tax? 
Do they have to follow the marketable title act? What happens when the attorney isn’t 
around anymore? Does an E&O policy for an attorney anticipate this product? Should 
they have reserves?  

d. What is the consumer being told as far as what their options are with title insurance 
vs. attorney opinion letters? 

e. Freddie, Fannie, VA have some programs that use these. The pressure is coming from 
the administration to lower costs. But if we lower the costs to the detriment of the 
consumer, it’s not helpful.  

Any additional items ILTA group would like to discuss.   

1. Good funds statute revision to add the electronic payments that satisfy the statute. Will be 
distributed to the Board for approval first and then given to the department and other 
industry partners.  

 


